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EDITORIAL
The typical signs of the season, the appearance of crocuses, daffodils, and
flowering trees (as well as dandelions!)
and the twittering
of the birds are
among the few
familiar things in
this most unusual
spring. Our
new normal
includes practicing social distancing and observing
shelter-in-place and stay-at-home orders.
There has been a considerable decrease in vehicle traffic - although
FedEx, UPS, and Amazon deliveries
seem to be increasing – and use of
social media to connect to family and
friends both near and far, even for
media newbies, has exploded.
This issue of The Overlook is a bit
sparse. Many events have been cancelled or re-scheduled and many committee meetings have been postponed.
The SOCA Board and several of the
condo boards are holding their meetings using video conferencing software.
Their reports are included, as are several regular features including an interview with Gina Sanchez and brief
descriptions of
titles selected by the Book Clubs.
Instead of a conventional travel report,
this issue contains a travel challenge:
identify the travel image and link it to

the author(s) of the report in which the
image appeared.
While walking around the neighborhood, test your observational skills with
a ‘scavenger hunt’ by locating the
unique garden art in the photos on
page 17. For a more sedentary
pleasure, consider solving a jigsaw
puzzle from a collection of online jigsaw puzzles.
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Whether you stay home or venture out,
please remember those who are keeping us safe, and stay safe yourselves.
— Pamela Bluh Van Oosten
Christy Wilson
Editors

Make a Joyful Sound
Residents of Snowden Overlook – join
the movement to show support for
health care workers, first responders,
grocery store employees and others
providing essential services by stepping out on your front porch at 7pm
every evening and making a joyful
sound! Ring a bell, bang a pot lid with
a wooden spoon, shout and holler – or
simply clap your hands! Let’s show our
gratitude for all those who are working to keep us healthy, safe, and secure.
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Quote to Live By

“The doors of
wisdom are
never shut”

—Benjamin Franklin

SOCA News
SOCA

SOCA
News

Coronavirus – We all want to reopen our beautiful
clubhouse and resume social and other activities there.
Unfortunately, there is no way to predict the course of
this disease or government reaction to it. In the meantime, please stay well by following guidelines to protect yourselves and others. Enjoy walking our beautiful
community but stay at least six feet from all but roommates.

special care by drivers to avoid them. Please be considerate of your neighbors by driving carefully and in
compliance with posted speed limits and other trafﬁc
controls in our community.

Pet Waste – Picking up after our pets is a requirement
within Snowden Overlook. It is also required by Howard County ordinance. In order to make compliance as
convenient as possible, SOCA installed four pet waste
stations along Dried Earth Blvd. providing bags and
receptacles. Our community pays to have the receptacles emptied and bags replenished weekly. Despite
this effort, dog waste has been noticed in Snowden
New Board Member – Harlan Rossman has been
Overlook on sidewalks and grass along both sides of
named the new representative on the SOCA board
Dried Earth Blvd. If you observe a resident failing to
from Kendall III. Welcome Harlan. He replaces Kit
pick up after their dog, you are encouraged to give
Jones, who has long served on the board while also
the names and addresses of such persons, along with
serving as the Snowden Overlook Pool Coordinator.
Kit’s contributions to our community are many, substan- the date of the observations and description of the
dog, to the clubhouse ofﬁce staff. You may do this
tial, and remarkable. Kit, you will be missed, and,
anonymously. This will permit SOCA to issue warnings
from now on, I will not fail to check your pass when I
and, ultimately, take enforcement actions, possibly insee you at the pool. On behalf of all of Snowden
cluding ﬁnes and suspensions of gate, clubhouse and
Overlook, many, many thanks.
pool privileges. If you observe persons doing the same
Meetings of Boards of SOCA and the Condominium that are not SO residents, that information too would
be helpful. In this case, the date and time of the obAssociations – Despite the coronavirus crisis, the six
association boards in SO may need to meet to conduct servation and a description of the person(s) and dog(s)
would be useful. Please pick up after your pets!
important business. Each board may make arrangements for “attendance” by computer or phone. The
schedule of board meetings, some of which might not Pool Season – Our schedule calls for the pool to open
be held, will continue to be shown on the SOCA month- on May 2. But this depends on the response to the
coronavirus in general, and at both the Columbia Assoly activity calendar. You may expect SOCA or your
condominium association to provide additional details ciation, which certiﬁes our Certiﬁed Pool Operators,
about meetings that will held and how you might safe- and Howard County, which issues pool operating permits. An on-time and unrestricted opening seems less
ly participate.
likely with each passing day, but, for now, we are proceeding as if it will happen. Stay tuned for changes in
Trafﬁc – We continue to observe that some vehicles
the schedule, restrictions, or both as the coronavirus
travel at excessive speed inside Snowden Overlook.
crisis develops.
As a result, the board will consider the installation of
speed bumps, among other new approaches to control
speed. In addition, we continue to observe some driv- On a brighter note, after the end of the 2019 season,
ers running stop signs within the community. The coro- the single railing at the end (with steps) of the main
navirus crisis has produced, among other things, more pool was replaced by a pair of railings, intended to
walkers in SO than are normally present, demanding assist those entering or exiting the pool. Also, please
note that Rich Turner has volunteered to be the SO
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Association
News
Pool Coordinator. He is taking the place of Kit Jones,
who graciously continues to assist Rich and the board
on pool issues. Here’s hoping for another wonderful
pool season in Snowden Overlook, with whatever delays or restrictions prove to be necessary to protect
everyone.

KENDALL I

Kendall I got off to a fine start this year with a new
board member. Mike Hassett joined our board when
Debora Plunkett decided to step down. We sincerely
thank Debbie for her insight, wisdom, hard work and
Clubhouse Modiﬁcations – You may have noticed
service over the past five years, and especially during
work on the exterior of the clubhouse during the week such a difficult time since our community was embroiled
of March 30th. A contractor is removing the three semi in a lawsuit that has now been resolved. We are now
-circular fake windows from the west wall. These win- on to a new project to repair the town houses and we
dows had become damaged, unsightly, and in one
look forward to Mike Hassett joining us in this endeavcase, broken. The windows were replaced with sheath- or.
ing and ﬁnished with a stucco material that will be
painted to match the surrounding walls. Masonry reKendall I continues the bi-monthly social celebrations at
pairs have also been performed, mostly on the lower
a local restaurant. This time
level and along the pool ramp. In addition, the lighting
it was at Hunan Manor in
upgrade inside the clubhouse has been completed, reJanuary and it was a speplacing all ﬂorescent ceiling ﬁxtures with LEDs. Also,
cial “Shoveunder” event.
the acoustic panels and four new light sconces have
Everyone had to bring a
been installed on the long window wall in the banquet
gift for someone else that
room, matching the sconces on the other side. All eight
they usually would ‘shove
sconces are now controlled by a dimmer switch. Addiunder’ their bed! It was a
tional electrical work has also been performed, includ- fun evening and we thank Joan Cencula and her social
ing the addition of several new outlets in the living
committee for organizing the dinner.
room and theater, and electrical safety improvements
in the basement.
Warmer weather has finally begun to appear in our
community and it is a welcome relief from the cold winThe board is working on modiﬁcations to the main ﬂoor ter. Most importantly, while we are all advised to stay
kitchen, including a new countertop and the planned
inside during this horrendous pandemic, the arrival of
addition of a second dishwasher. When renovation
Eternal Spring gives hope that we will all be able to
work is complete, interior wall repairs and painting are enjoy a more normal existence in the hopefully not too
planned.
distant future. God bless all of our caregivers.
Striping – Renewal of roadway striping on Dried Earth Stay safe, everyone.
Blvd and at the clubhouse was performed during the
second week of April, along with the addition of sever- — Marion Thompson, President
al pedestrian crosswalks.
•

Lou True, President
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OVATION

KENDALL II

(KENDALL III)

Spring is here (ofﬁcially started March 19th) – so this
spring will be like no other spring we have ever seen
in our lifetime. Why, you ask? Coronavirus has almost crippled our country and socializing as we know
it. Please be sure to take all the precautions that
have been advised to help keep our families safe
and healthy.
Even though the clubhouse and gym are currently
closed, I’d like to recommend a nice walk around all
the neighborhoods. Getting some activity and exercise is good for the mind, body and yes, from boredom in being in the house most of the time.
Many activities that where planned for this spring
are on hold, but don’t worry spring activities will just
start a little later this year!!
Nothing really to report from the KD II Board side of
things, even though we haven’t met in person, we are
still communicating via e-mails, phone calls and video
conferencing.
I would like to thank both Al Letow and Joe Smothers
for being our watchful eyes this year as our snow coordinators. Thank goodness we received very little
snow, which helped what? THE BUDGET.
In closing, when we hear ‘Play Ball’ that will be the
real sign that spring is here.

The coronavirus has affected Kendall III’s lifestyle in
ways not imagined by its residents. The planned
events of our social committee were placed in limbo
awaiting changes to sheltering in place and keeping
social distances. Most of our residents have stayed
inside.
The March 2020 Annual Meeting of Owners was
held for the first time using an online (virtual) meeting
application provided by our management company.
This allowed the Board of Directors to sign in and
visually see each other while communicating from
their tablets or computers in their own units. The residents could call in and stay on the line to hear the
meeting and ask questions. The meeting was successful.
The meeting served to elect board members and then
the elected board members voted on the officers of
the Board of Directors as follows:
President: Harlan Rossman
Vice President: Carole Liberman
Treasurer: Gerrie Garrett
Secretary: John Hetherington
Member at Large: John Harris

Please be safe out there.
— Rich Turner, President

It should be noted that Carole Liberman served with
distinction as Ovation’s President for the past eight
years. She will continue to serve as Vice President of
the Board to offer her experience and insights.
— Harlan Rossman, President
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VILLAS I
Landscaping – Spring has arrived and you may
already have seen crews from our new landscaping
company, AMG. They have edged around planting
beds and trees and removed and replaced old
mulch. The mowing season is expected to begin the
second week in April, weather permitting. Now is
the time to consider planting annual ﬂowers in your
front gardens to add to the seasonal color and
beauty of our neighborhood. Please remove dead
shrubs and other plants from your yards.
Unapproved Changes to Unit Exteriors – It is
spring and many of us are no doubt considering outdoor projects for our homes. While improvements to
homes are encouraged, there are regulations we
need to follow. Both Long Reach Village (to which
each of us in Villas I belongs) and Snowden Overlook have rules and guidelines for ALL changes
made to the outsides of our homes and yards.
Many changes will require a Long Reach Exterior
Alteration Application (Villas I uses this same form
for homeowner convenience) and some will need to
be approved by both Snowden Overlook and Long
Reach. You can ﬁnd the Villas I architectural guidelines at www.snowdenoverlook.com under Condos /
Villas I / Policies / Arch Guidelines or, for the Long
Reach guidelines, under Quick Links on the website
of longreach.org. NOTE: Villas I always requires
signatures of neighbors on the Long Reach application form, despite an indication on the form to the
contrary. For example, the following common
changes will usually require an application. (When
in doubt, submit an application):
1. Tree removal
2. Extensive changes to landscape design such as
removal of all plantings, removing mulched areas
and/or using hardscape such as stones, using decorative items such as ﬁgurines, lights, etc.
3. Changing size or material of deck.
4. Change of paint color on the exterior of doors.
5. Solar panels

These are examples only. Please read the guidelines, attend a Villas I board meeting for questions/
answers or contact a Villas I board member before
you do any work on your unit. The board is willing
to work with you and most applications are easily
approved.
Pets – During the last year, several cats have been
observed roaming the neighborhood. If you have a
cat, please keep it under control. Homeowners are
required to keep all pets on a leash when not on
owners’ property. Please keep your cats indoors
and walk your dogs on a leash.
— Lou True, President

VILLAS II
I'll keep this short because I have already sent you
many e-mails about the current virus situation and
work being done in V2 and SOCA. I hope the virus
-related e-mails have been helpful and thanks to
those that have offered to help their neighbors.
The VII Work session and Board meeting will be
cancelled for the month of April. The Board and
our property manager will continue to perform the
work already approved in our budget. Perimeter
gutters should be cleaned by mid-April and we may
have to do a lot of fir tree removal/replacement
because of the disease attacking those trees. We
will update you on other activities via e-mail as usual.
On a positive note, it has been nice seeing so many
neighbors walking around and doing our six- foot
distance socializing.
We have several houses for sale/under contract in
Villas II now, so when those clear up we will publish
a new directory.
Be careful and stay safe everyone.
— Mark Bloom, President
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Book Nook
MORNING BOOK CLUB SELECTIONS
For information about the morning meeting, contact Florence Sperling at needler2@aol.com. The morning book club meets on the fourth Thursday
of the month at 10am at the Clubhouse.*

MAY

JULY

The Dutch House by Ann Patchett

American Dirt by Jeanine Cummins
A novel about the ordeal of a Mexican
woman who had to leave behind her life
and escape as an undocumented immigrant to the United States with her son.
Chosen by Oprah Winfrey as her January 2020 book club selection, the title
has garnered a lot of publicity since publication.

The Dutch House is a richly moving story
that explores the indelible bond between two siblings, the house of their
childhood, and a past that will not let
them go.

At the end of the Second World War,
Cyril Conroy combines luck and a single canny investment to begin an enormous real estate empire, propelling his family from poverty to enormous wealth.
His first order of business is to buy the Dutch House, a The Night Watchman by Louise Erdrich
lavish estate in the suburbs outside of Philadelphia.
Meant as a surprise for his wife, the house sets in moBased on the extraordinary life of aution the undoing of everyone he loves.
thor Louise Erdrich’s grandfather who
worked as a night watchman and carSet over the course of five decades, The Dutch
ried the fight against Native dispossesHouse is a dark fairy tale about two smart people
sion from rural North Dakota all the
who cannot overcome their past.
way to Washington, D.C., this powerful
novel explores themes of love and
death with lightness and gravity and
unfolds with the elegant prose, sly humor, and depth
of feeling of a master craftsman. The book’s fictional
world is populated with memorable characters who
Next Year In Havana by Chanel Cleeton
are forced to grapple with the worst and best impulses of human nature.
After the death of her beloved grandmother, a Cuban-American woman travels to Havana, where she discovers the * Book Club meetings will resume when the Clubhouse reopens.
roots of her identity—and unearths a
family secret hidden since the revolution...

AUGUST

JUNE
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Book Nook
EVENING BOOK CLUB SELECTIONS
For information about the evening meeting, contact Pat Harrington at pharrington61@verizon.net. The evening book club meets at the
Clubhouse on the first Wednesday of the month at 7pm. *

APRIL

JUNE

Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine, by Gail
Honeyman

A Beginners Guide to Free Fall, by Andy
Abramowitz
Davis Winger is a respected engineer
who designs roller coasters for theme
parks across the country. He is deeply in
love with his wife and has a beautiful
young daughter and a happy home. Then
an accident strikes on one of his rides;
nothing fatal - except to his career and to
his marriage. In one cosmically bad day,
Davis loses it all.

Meet Eleanor Oliphant: She struggles
with appropriate social skills and tends
to say exactly what she’s thinking.
Nothing is missing in her carefully timetabled life of avoiding social interactions, where week- ends are punctuated by frozen pizza, vodka, and phone
chats with Mummy.
But everything changes when Eleanor meets Raymond, the bumbling and deeply unhygienic IT guy
from her office. When she and Raymond together
save Sammy, an elderly gentleman who has fallen
on the sidewalk, the three become the kinds of
friends who rescue one another from the lives of
isolation they have each been living. And it is Raymond’s big heart that will ultimately help Eleanor
find the way to repair her own profoundly damaged one.

Davis’ sister Molly is a journalist. She is coasting through
a dire relationship with an incompatible man-child. Her
deeply personal columns about mothers and daughters
are forcing her to confront the truth about her own
mother, who abandoned her and her brother years ago
and disappeared.

MAY

JULY

BlackBerry Winter, by Sarah Jio

The Spectator Bird, by Wallace Stegner

Claire Aldridge is a reporter for the
Seattle Herald coping with an emotionally detached husband and the grief of
a recent miscarriage. When she awakes
on a May morning in 2010 to find Seattle blanketed in snow, she begins to
write a piece about the weather phenomenon known as a blackberry winter. Claire soon
unearths the story of Vera Ray, a woman whose
three-year-old son went missing in a similar snowstorm on the same day nearly 80 years before, in
1933.

Joe Allston is a cantankerous, retired literary agent who is, in his own words, "just
killing time until time gets around to killing
me." His parents and his only son are long
dead, leaving him with neither ancestors nor
descendants, tradition nor ties. His job, trafficking the talent of others, has not been his
choice. He has passed through life as a
spectator, before retreating to the woods of
California in the 1970s with only his wife, Ruth, by his
side. When an unexpected postcard from a long-lost
friend arrives, Allston returns to the journals of a trip he
has taken years before, a journey to his mother's birthplace where he once sought a link with his past. Uncovering this history floods Allston with memories, both grotesque and poignant, and finally vindicates him of his
past and lays bare that Joe Allston has never been
quite spectator enough.

For these two siblings, it's just a matter of bracing themselves for one turbulent summer in this redemptive and
painfully funny family drama about making the best of
the sharp turns in life - those we choose to take and
those beyond our control.

* Book Club meetings will resume when the Clubhouse reopens.
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Meet Your
Neighbor
GINA SANCHEZ

ness, her first love had always been social work.
She accepted a position with the Vera Institute of
Justice, a non-profit established in 1961 to study
and recommend improvements to the system of bail
Many remarkable people call Snowden Overlook
home. Georgina Sanchez is one such person! Born in New York and was assigned to interview clients
and prepare reports for the court based on the inin Puerto Rico, and the youngest of three siblings,
Gina’s early childhood was spent in the Puerto Rican terviews. Writing the reports was not difficult, but
Gina was deeply troubled by the difficult lives of
countryside, where she had plenty of freedom to
roam and explore. At the age of five, she came to the clients with whom she interacted, so much so that
ultimately, she resigned her position and searched
the US with her mother and was reunited with her
father, a merchant seaman, and her two older broth- for a position more closely aligned with her underers. The family lived in East Harlem, a predominant- graduate studies.
ly Hispanic area of Manhattan.
Gina’s desire to help those in need would not be extinguished and she jumped at the chance to take a
Whereas Gina had enjoyed a rather idyllic life on
Vieques, one of Puerto Rico’s small off-shore island position with the Small Business Administration (SBA)
municipalities, she found the surroundings of her new in New York. Her interest in, and experience with
community outreach, as well as her studies in business
home in East Harlem, to be crowded, noisy, and
dirty. Moving from a house in a rural part of Puerto administration made the position a perfect fit for
Gina. She familiarized herself with the unique reRico to a small fifth-floor walk-up apartment in
quirements of running a small business and strove to
densely populated New York was challenging.
connect small business owners with the resources and
Gina’s mother spoke only Spanish; her father was
support offered by organizations funded by the SBA
often away for long periods of time and so at a
and other government agencies.
very young age, Gina and her brothers assumed
responsibility for many household duties.
Having grown up in the community and acquainted
Despite the struggles of language and racism, Gina with many community leaders, Gina was excited to
thrived in her new environment. Her aunt, Modesta, immerse herself in this work. Beginning as a Field
taught English and encouraged Gina to become pro- Representative in the South Bronx she championed
the agency’s mission “… to promulgate programs,
ficient in both English and Spanish, a valuable skill
that proved to be important in adulthood. Gina ex- policies and services to assist the minority business
celled as a student at Washington Irving High School community” earning the respect and admiration of
her peers. She was held in high regard by her
all the while continuing to help her mother, who
agency colleagues and superiors and held increasworked as a seamstress and a cook. Mentored by
her Aunt Modesta and her daughter Josefina, Gina ingly responsible positions from Management Assistance Officer, Loan Officer and finally Assistant Diswas introduced to community leaders and encourtrict Director for Minority Small Business with the
aged to participate in community activities. These
Small Business Administration in New York.
early encounters with some of New York’s leading
community activists made a significant impression on
Gina and eventually led her to study business at Ba- A 1983 executive order by President Ronald
Reagan strengthened support for minority businesses
ruch College, one of the senior colleges of the City
and authorized a number of changes to the Minority
University of New York (CUNY).
Business Development Agency established by PresiAlthough Gina’s undergraduate studies were in busi- dent Richard Nixon in 1969 as the Office of Minori8
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ty Business. As a result, the MBDA was granted “…
broad authority to oversee the establishment, preservation, and strengthening of federal minority business
enterprise programs” in collaboration with the Department of Commerce and the U.S. Small Business
Administration. https://www.mbda.gov/about/history

types of firms not usually found among minorities, such
as those developing innovative products or those hoping to enter the technology sector.

Throughout her career of more than a quarter century,
Gina was recognized on numerous occasions as a
trailblazer for her valuable contributions to the busiIn recognition of her significant accomplishments dur- ness community, in particular, to businesses owned and
ing her thirteen years with the SBA in New York, Gina operated by women including women of color and
was appointed as the Regional Director of the Minori- women of Hispanic heritage.
ty Business Development Agency (MBDA) for the New On numerous occasions she was
York region, a territory that includes New York, New recognized and honored for
Jersey, all of New England, as well as Puerto Rico
her dedication and her commitand the US Virgin Islands! In that position, Gina trav- ment to “foster, assist and …
elled extensively, meeting with the owners of small
develop minority businesses.”
businesses in order to understand their needs and expectations. She facilitated collaborations between
A confirmed New Yorker,
government agencies and organizations in the private Gina’s move to Washington,
sector with individuals willing to invest in small business DC brought her face to face
ventures, focusing specifically on identifying business with a number of challenges.
opportunities for women, African-Americans and His- Adapting to the culture of a
panics. During an interview with Luis Muñiz published new workplace and building an effective team was
in La Voz Hispana in October 1983, Gina was asked critically important, as was finding a safe, friendly
what advice she would give to the Hispanic community neighborhood to raise her two adopted children. Afand she replied that Hispanics should “… maintain
ter testing the waters in the Virginia suburbs and then
[their] cultural identity but at the same time, take an
in Montgomery County, Gina “discovered” Columbia
active role in the American competitive marketplace.” and Howard County. The diversity of the community,
the excellent reputation of its school system, the proxIn 1990, Gina was appointed as the Washington Re- imity to downtown Washington, and the variety of
gional Director of the MBDA. In that position, she was accessible community activities for herself and her chilresponsible for the administration and direction of all dren, all appealed to Gina. She bought a home on
MBDA programs in the Washington region which inLuckpenny Place (in the Village of Long Reach!),
cludes Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Delaware,
where – with the help of her mother - she raised her
and the District of Columbia. In announcing her pro- son and daughter. Several years ago, after the
motion, Gina was described as “… conscious of the
death of her mother and as an ‘empty-nester’ Gina
many needs of minority businesses and … particularly moved to Snowden Overlook.
interested and supportive of women owned enterprises and youth entrepreneurship development.” The
As she had done throughout her years in government
knowledge and skills Gina acquired during her man- service, Gina continues to be involved in community
agement of the MBDA’s New York region proved val- activities in retirement. She is a congregant of
uable as she assumed her position in Washington. She Bridgeway Community Church and for many years
focused her efforts on developing business opportuni- taught English for Speakers of Other Languages
ties among minority populations by identifying the
(ESOL) under the auspices of the church. Gina also
9
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served as a volunteer with FIRN (Howard County’s
Foreign-Born Information and Referral Network), tutoring newcomers about the rights and responsibilities
of citizenship. She participates in WOW – Women
of Wisdom – a group of women offering each other
support and friendship through the church.

travel and exploration from an early age. As a
child, she spent her summer holidays in Puerto Rico,
maintaining close ties with relatives and immersing
herself in the Spanish language. While a college student, she spent a summer semester at the University
of Ghana, doing research on the ‘market women of
Ghana’ who were, and still are, a vital part of the
‘economic engine’ of African society. On that trip to
One only needs to spend a little time with Gina to
realize that, although petite in stature, she is a force Africa, Gina fell in love with the richness of African
to be reckoned with. Her move to Snowden Overlook art and over the years collected paintings, sculptures
and textiles representing the diversity of African culin 2016 served as the catalyst for her to make a
number of drastic lifestyle changes, foremost among ture which are displayed in her apartment.
them, a weight loss of more than 100 pounds, an
In 2019, Gina fulfilled one of her dreams, to visit
achievement of which she is justly proud and which
Alaska. It was a wonderful experience, made even
she is delighted to report she has maintained! She
exercises regularly and participates in a weekly yo- more memorable because she travelled to the west
coast by train! Train travel is so ‘civilized’ and Gina
ga class at the Clubhouse and with the arrival of
already has plans to explore another part of the US
warm weather, Gina enjoys spending time at the
on an Amtrak ‘excursion.’
pool. Her dog, Sparky, requires
daily walks, good exercise for him
In addition to keeping in touch with her children and
as well as for Gina and, in her quiet
her large circle of friends, Gina participates in local
moments, she enjoys the company of
projects that support women and minorities. She
her cat, Speedy.
plans to write her autobiography, sharing with her
children and future grandchildren her experiences as
After twenty-five years in governa businesswoman, a community activist and as a parment service, Gina retired, but a life
ent and passing on to them her pride in being a
of leisure did not fit into her plans. She made it a
priority to be involved with her children’s education. woman, a person of color, and Hispanic!
By volunteering at their schools and attending teacher
conferences she was always aware of their progress — Pamela Bluh Van Oosten
and of areas where they might benefit from extra
help or support. She encouraged her children to participate in after-school activities and to take part in
community service projects. She strove to make sure
that they appreciated the value of education and
understood that all decisions or choices have consequences – some good and some perhaps not so good
- advice that, as adults, has stood them in good
stead.
In retirement, Gina also rekindled her enthusiasm for
travel and exploration. Since her father’s work took
him all over the world, Gina acquired a taste for
10
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Since 2015, the newsletter has included travel
essays written by residents, proving that Snowden Overlookers are avid tourists and keen explorers. In this issue, instead of a new travel essay, we invite you to test
your knowledge of some
of places featured in The
Overlook by matching
each picture in Group A
with its location in Group
B and then selecting the
author of each essay
from the list in Group C.

GROUP C
Chuck Semich
Suman & Prahlad Kaushik
Ann & Mike Goldblatt
Marcy Gitt
Janet Gordon
Sheila Wolf
Patricia Gobbett-Levno & Arley
Levno
Gail Rust
Chuck Semich & Lee Wagner
Sid Chernick
Danita &I Dennis Eichenlaub
Marcy & Warren Gitt
Margaret Vincent

GROUP B
E

K

Cuba
Zambia
China
Mexico
Galapagos
Greece
Panama
Haifa

Wyoming
Iceland
Utah
New Mexico
Argentina
Spain

F
Answers:
A. Greece – Chuck Semich - January 2017: B. Panama – Suman & Prahlad Kaushik - January 2018:
C. Galapagos – Sheila Wolf - July 2016: D. Argentina – Patricia Gobbett-Levno & Arley Levno - April
2019: E. Israel – Janet Gordon - October 2019: F. Cuba – Margaret Vincent -January 2015: G. Iceland – Sharonlee Vogel -October 2017: H. Spain – Sid Chernick - July 2017: I. Mexico – Marcy Gitt April 2016: J. Wyoming – Chuck Semich & Lauralee Wagner - January 2020: K. Utah – Dennis &
Danita Eichenlaub - April 2017: L. New Mexico – Gail Rust -October 2016: M. China – Marcy & Warren
Gitt - July 2019:
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For Your
Health
IN THE TIME OF COVID19

your mobile device or computer – by location. As of
this writing, 157 restaurants are listed and more are
being added daily.

Crisis situations seem to bring out
the best, and the worst, of human
nature. Since the outbreak of the
Coronavirus the marketplace and
the airwaves have been flooded
with information about COVID19,
including tips for avoiding the infection and promises for miraculous
treatments and cures. With so much information swirling around, how does the average lay person distinguish between legitimate information sources and
those that make false or misleading promises?

— PBV

The most authoritative (and free) information on the
Coronavirus can be found on the websites for the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) and the
World Health Organization (WHO). All phone, email,
snail-mail, or in-person solicitations should be ignored
and the old adage “if it sounds too good to be true, it
probably is too good to be true” is worth keeping in
mind.

BEWARE OF SCAMS
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic is also an opportunity for cyber criminals to perpetrate online attacks – scams, phishing, and fake websites and applications (apps) that may affect both your personal and
company-owned Information Technology (IT) devices
and information and have the potential to compromise
your personal online safety.

Keeping up to date on the most recent information
and announcements is incredibly important. Make sure
you get your information directly from trusted sources,
as some websites or posts on social media have been
spreading incorrect information and/or malware. There is an old adage that says that you should
“never let a good crisis go to waste,” and our adverBoth the WHO and the CDC have prepared online
documents about the virus. WHO’s “information note” saries are definitely taking that advice and are inand the CDC’s fact sheet are very useful. For an inter- creasing their efforts to attack us during this crisis.
active explanation, a short video prepared by Vox
Media and a series of videos prepared by the WHO Here are some ways cyber criminals are attempting
underscore that the most effective ways to prevent
to profit from the COVID-19 pandemic:
spreading the virus are frequent hand-washing and
practicing social distancing.
• Scammers have been setting up websites selling
bogus products to combat the virus, disseminating
Howard Countians love to eat out – any day of the
false information to generate advertising revenue
week, any time of the day! However, unlike grocery
stores, restaurants are not considered essential. To
on their websites, or reposting news stories on
help local restaurants and bars during this emergency
pages riddled with malware.
period (and coincidentally, to make sure residents can
still enjoy their favorite foods), County Executive Calvin Ball announced the creation of HoCo Food Go, a • App stores have been overrun with products for
people looking for an easy way to stay up to
map of Howard County restaurants and bars availadate on COVID-19 news and tracking maps. Fake
ble online and on mobile devices that allows customers
to find information on restaurants, including their webapps have been created and filled with malware,
site, phone number, hours and location, as well as
which can steal user credentials or financial inforwhether they offer delivery and/or carry-out options.
mation. Before it was caught and removed from
Searches can be filtered by type (e.g.: Deli, Fast
the app store, one of the more popular malicious
Food, Casual, etc.), alphabetically by restaurant
apps, CovidLock, contained ransomware that dename, or - if you have enabled location tracking on
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Tips
PROTECTING PERSONAL
INFORMATION

demanded bitcoin in order to give users access back
to their phones.
•

Phishing campaigns are using COVID-19 as a
lure to steal user credentials or financial information. They are more frequently targeting
at-risk populations who would receive
important emails about cancellations or
quarantines.

Fraudsters can wreak havoc on your life by stealing your identity. You can thwart identity theft by
taking preventive steps online and offline. Start by
securely storing financial records, shredding receipts, and opting out of credit offers. Practice
safe computing by encrypting your data and using
secure passwords. Create IRS and Social Security
accounts before crooks do it for you. Exercise care
when accepting phone calls from unidentified callers and be careful about suspicious looking emails.
To learn more, go to the FTC website for helpful
articles including one entitled How to Keep Your
Personal Information Secure.

Follow the recommendations below to stay secure
online:
•

Don’t let fears over COVID-19 cloud your judgement and allow you to end up on a malicious part
of the internet. If you are looking for news on
COVID-19, check the CDC website for trusted
links and official updates.

•

When working remotely, there are more cyberattack vulnerabilities and exploits you need to
manage. Make sure your home network is secure
by requiring a password to enter your network,
don’t let family and friends have access to your
work devices, and make sure your computer, mobile and networking devices, software, and applications are using the most updated versions of
their software.

•

— Contributed by Mike Goldblatt

ZOOMing ALONG
Have you had a video meeting with grandkids,
friends, or others? You might have used Zoom. It’s a
very popular program because it’s free, easy to
use, and there are no ads (at least for now).
And it works incredibly well. I hosted a video 90th
birthday party for Mom. We had attendees from
Florida, Alabama, New York, Maine, Iowa, Japan
and Columbia. All the videos looked great, and all
the sound was great. Although, I must admit keeping everybody together while singing “Happy
Birthday” was a bit of a challenge.

Stay vigilant on cybersecurity best practices. Look
for common phishing signs, do not reuse passwords, check the validity of websites, and keep
track of your online accounts and financial information.

— Written by the Leidos Editorial Team; contributed
by Al Mineart

Lately, there have been reports that Zoom isn’t secure. Like any program that gets popular very
quickly, there were some glitches. Zoom has done a
great job of fixing the glitches, and they’re continuing to work on making Zoom more secure. You
don’t have to worry about using Zoom.
13

Miscellany
don’t have to worry about using Zoom. Their security is
fine for meetings with friends and family. Here’s what you
should know. Their main issue is “Zoom Bombing.” This is
where bored teenagers join a meeting uninvited and act
out their antisocial feelings, knowing they won’t be caught.
This can be a nuisance and we don’t want it to happen to
us, but no passwords or personal data will be stolen. Your
computer or smart phone is not at risk. You won’t get a
computer virus. And best of all, it’s easy to keep the miscreants out. Here’s what you should do to protect yourself:

FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT
Recently, I received a message from someone with
whom I had gone to high school. I find it curious
that sixty years - yes, it has been that long - since
we graduated from Lord Byng Secondary School,
we now exchange an occasional message. He is an
avid photographer and the author of several collections of photographs, many featuring “Beautiful
British Columbia” – as the slogan on BC’s license
plate says – and he has made some of his photos
into jigsaw puzzles. At a time when we are all
supposed to practice social distancing, he calls
them “Isolation Jigsaws.” The first two puzzles are:

Don’t put a Zoom invitation in a public place, such as
Facebook. Instead, send Emails to the people you
want to invite.
You have a choice of using your personal “Zoom number” for the meeting or using a random number.
Check the “random number” box.
Require a password from anybody who wants to join the
meeting. This option used to be off by default.
Now it’s on by default. Use it. It won’t be hard.
The password will be included in the meeting invitation.

Canada Place at Christmas Time
https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?
rc=play&pid=12bdc8457948
Tired pooch at the East End Car Show
https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?
rc=play&pid=2bfeeca2f6ff

Use the waiting room. This also used to be off by default and is now on. Anybody who tries to join the
meeting will stay in the waiting room until the host
lets them in. This feature makes Zoom bombing
almost impossible. But it also makes being a meeting host more difficult. If you decide to turn this
feature off, following the first 3 points should be
enough.

Many of the puzzles are images from Vancouver
and environs. There are also puzzles featuring
animals, cars (the car aficionados might find these
are fun), and aircraft. To view all the puzzles, go
to https://www.jigsawplanet.com/Desoto/
TGPuzzles. They are free and can be saved to
your device to be solved at your leisure. See
http://thosgee.com/puzzle.htm for a few instructions on moving the puzzle pieces.

So, is Zoom secure now? Not really. For example, anybody who attends a meeting can record the meeting, then
play it back or share it. If you don’t want Aunt Millie to
know what you think of her lasagna, don’t say it in a Zoom
meeting. But Zoom is fine for social get togethers, it’s still
easy to use, and it’s still free.
I’m not shilling for Zoom. It’s just fun to write good news in
the “Tech Tips.”

— PBV

— Dennis Eichenlaub
For more details about Zoom, this link to a video tutorial
may be instructive: https://screencastsonline.com/tutorials/
mac-apps/zoom
14
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item that was not on the shelves and whether I was
okay with a substitute. The shoppers have been
very accommodating and even looked for a couple
items I had forgotten to put on my list. Generally,
I’ve been able to get only three quarters of what I
ordered, and none of the disinfectant products.
50/50 on toilet paper and paper towels. The one
time the text came while I was sleeping, the shopper either refunded the money for unavailable
items or replaced them per my instructions on the
order.

RICH’S CORNER
My Grocery Curbside Pickup and
Food Delivery Experiences During
the Pandemic
We’ve decided not to go in stores, so we’re either
picking up curbside or getting food delivered. Here
are our experiences so far. For all, the toughest part
has been getting a time slot and the best I’ve been
able to do is mostly get a slot two weeks in advance if I can get one at all.

•

WEGMANS - The best and easiest so far. We’ve been
ordering curbside pickup. I’ve ordered on four occasions and on one Sunday, Wegmans cancelled my 4-5
PM pickup at the last minute. Bummer. They said inventory was too low. Here’s how things went.
•
•

I logged onto Wegmans which took me to a
Wegmans Instacart site. I picked out the items
online and placed them in a “Cart.” Once I found
a date (I’ve been trying every hour for the last four
days to get my next date without any luck, and I’ve
never had a choice, just took whatever date they
offered), I then “checked out” and paid.

•

Any time before the shopper started shopping, I
could add or delete items, or cancel the entire order. If I needed to cancel the order after the
shopping was complete, I could do that for (at this
writing) a $15 charge.

•

A couple hours before the delivery time, I got a
text saying the Instacart shopper was now shopping. I was able to text back and forth with him/
her about my order. Usually, it was related to an

When my order was ready for pick up, I received
a text alert. I drove over to Wegmans and pulled
up to the “curbside pickup” area and waited with
my trunk open. On two occasions I had to call the
store to let them know I was waiting. The longest
wait was 10 minutes and one time it was less than
a minute. When the shoppers came out, they loaded the bags in the trunk, closed the trunk, said
thanks for shopping and went back in.
I asked my shopper how she got paid (i.e. tips or
other), and she said they get paid by Instacart. No
option for tipping online. Wegmans did not
charge additional fees (i.e. for pickup or shopping); however, according to Checkbook magazine,
their online prices are higher to account for the
shopper. Wegmans was one of the least expensive
options; Harris Teeter the most expensive for
pickup/delivery.

COSTCO – Costco only does delivery and the person
who shops also delivers.
• For Costco, I logged into either the Instacart site or
app, then picked the store “Costco.” I could have
also picked Wegmans. I’m not sure, but it seems
with Wegmans, it’s better to go to the
Wegmans Delivery app vs the Instacart/
Wegmans route.
•
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Three days before my scheduled delivery, I got the
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text that my Instacart shopper was shopping already. No advance warning. He was not quite
as accommodating as the Wegmans shoppers
(he answered one of my texts and by the time
he answered the next one, he was done
shopping). Again, no disinfectant products
and only about ¾ of my order was available.

dow. I had been trying for days and had previously
saved items in an online “cart’ and when the window
opened up, I grabbed it. I wasn’t able to communicate
with the shopper, but two hours later he showed up
and dropped the groceries on my sidewalk. The only
added fee was a $5 tip charge.

And one more thing ... (not related to the pandemic):
Not long after, he drove up in his car and (per my
instructions) left a box with my items on my sideSNOWDEN BIKE RIDERS – I’m still looking for more
walk.
of you. So far, I’ve found eight Snowden folks interested in biking together around the area or on fun
trails like the Baltimore & Annapolis trail near the air• On my current $180 order, COSTCO charged a
port. I’m hoping that we will actually be able to ride
$9 tip, a $9 service fee and a $9 delivery fee.
Whew! Not sure it’s worth it. The fees were less together sometime in the future. If you are interested
for my less expensive previous order. In the end, and haven’t been in touch, please email me at Richardblackman@comcast.net
the upcharge may be no more than Wegmans,
which is charging more for online products.
— Richard Blackman
GIANT/PEAPOD (recently re-branded as Giant Delivers/Giant Pickup) – I was not able to get a delivery
SPRING CLEAN-UP, MAY 2-3
date (after a week of trying) but was able to get a
curbside pickup date two weeks out at the Centre
Two dumpsters
Park Drive location. That hasn’t been shopped yet. A
will be located
on Dried Earth
little trickier than Wegmans, but still fairly simple to
Boulevard. All
order. I did have a choice of dates from two to three
items MUST be
weeks out. I tried to reach their “help” line to ask
placed IN the
about a product, but their email help is disabled and
dumpster (not
their phone service may take hours.
left on the sidewalk).
The list of hazROOTS ORGANIC MARKET – They only do curbside
ardous waste
pickup, no delivery. I reserved a date two weeks
items MUST NOT
out. Instead of Instacart, they use “Mercato.” The
be disposed of in
order was fairly easy to do, but I can’t amend the
the dumpster.
order online. I phoned the Mercato “support cenFor a list of hazter” (no wait) and the person there said he could
ardous items
NOT to dispose
make changes to my order or cancel it from his end,
of and more info,
but I couldn’t access it. I’m writing this before my
visit our website
pickup.
here
•

WHOLE FOODS – I ordered via Amazon Prime. One
morning, I was able to grab a two-hour delivery win16
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GARDEN ART SCAVENGER HUNT
Have you seen any of these pieces of garden art during your walks through
the neighborhood?

(Hint: These can all be found in Villas II)
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